3 Types Of Home Solar Power & How To Mount Your Solar Panels

Solar and wind power generation are definitely the way forward for off-the-grid living. The oil will run out (Google: Peak Oil) and one day your generators won't work. Solar and wind power are both true off-the-grid power sources, as once set up (and providing you can carry out the routine maintenance), you rely on no one for your electricity needs. What a nice feeling that would be!

Our friends over at Common Sense Homesteading know loads about solar energy, as they used to work in this industry. They have written a series of posts on solar and emergency power. The post below is on the common solar power options available to you, together with information on how to mount the panels. When checking out this post, make sure you check out the other posts on 'Solar
Electricity Basics’ and 'Emergency Power Options'. There are links to both at the top of the post below.
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